Mathematics is the art of the perfect, physics the art of the optimal and biology the art of the satisfactory Sydney Brenner
But, around 30 years ago, there was also a growing number of theoretical embryologists, a more recently evolved species, and these usually came from a physics or mathematical background. Perversely, they denied themselves the pleasure of studying embryos and instead took a mix of equations and simulation and tried to model developmental processes. They published their results in special journals such as the Journal of Theoretical Biology. They needed the experimentalists largely to describe phenomena for analysis. But the experimentalists didn't need the theoreticians and usually ignored them, mostly because they could not understand their maths, or their language. The theoreticians were powered by the conviction that they were cleverer than the biologists (they were) and that thinking and argument and analysis alone can solve biological problems (they cannot).
"Physicists are all too apt to concoct theoretical models that are too neat, too powerful and too clean. To produce a really good biological theory one must try to see through the clutter produced by evolution to the basic mechanisms lying beneath …. What seems to physicists to be a hopelessly complex process may have been what nature found simplest, because nature could only build on what was already there." "Elegance and a deep simplicity, often expressed in an abstract mathematical form, are useful guides in physics, but in biology such intellectual tools can be very misleading. For this reason a theorist in biology has to receive much more guidance from the experimental evidence…."
In that period, in 1974, there was a meeting organised by Christopher Zeeman to bring the two species together in the UK. It was attended by the great French topologist, René Thom. The meeting was set up so that the two species could interact, something they usually failed to do; the biologists gave their talks with pictures, and the theoreticians theirs with equations. I was there and I don't think we understood each other much. At the end of the meeting there was a question and answer session, and one of the few people who could speak both languages (Graeme Mitchison) mischievously asked Professor Thom how he valued experiments. There was a very long pause, and then he pronounced "Un experrimen eez a questionne, eef you ask a seely questionne you will get a seely answerrr!" "René Thom was a good mathematician.. but I suspected any biological idea he might have would probably be wrong."
The meeting then disbanded and it was followed by the gradual disappearance and nearextinction of those theoreticians who had attempted to model developmental processes. In relatively few years some of their journals died out and their impact on biology faded -they were killed off partly by the sheer It is remarkable that almost an entire species of scientist can arise and die out in such a short period, but it has happened before -fashion influences young people too much when they choose their careers so that, at any time and in any one field, there are either too many, or too few scientists. Of course there are still theoreticians working in developmental biology, but they are few in number. So few that I think we need more, but only if they learn the lessons enumerated by Crickotherwise they will follow their predecessors into oblivion. Indeed just now there seems to be a new wave of theorists arriving, and most are recruits from physics, mathematics and computing. I hope they won't mind me warning them that they would be wise not to try to answer the problems of animal development with their heads alone. They must use their hands as well. 
